Estimates of uncertainty in the prediction of past climatic variables
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Abstract

Fitting a regression line to a set of measurements to investigate the relationship between a proxy estimate of past climate and known climatic parameters is a routine procedure. It is generally accepted that the higher the correlation between parameters, the more reliable the reconstruction. However, there is a lack of published work upon what correlation is the minimum acceptable value. Simulated data was used to demonstrate that the relationship between proxy values and the climatic data are adversely affected by falling correlation, to the point where, in a training set consisting of 100 pairs of temperature and tree-ring proxies, the mean 95% confidence interval width for the
reconstructed temperature exceeds the total range of temperatures in the training set at or below \( r = 0.65 \). This correlation is typical of that used in many climate-proxy reconstructions, and it suggests that our understanding of past climate variability may be somewhat constrained.
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Introduction

With ever increasing interest, both political and scientific, in the variability of past climates, it is important to have confidence in the quality of the data and in the predictions made from the data. To produce absolute quantitative measures it is necessary to place considerable reliance on the accuracy and precision of climatic reconstructions (Briffa and Osborn, 1999). Proxy climate data have been obtained from many sources such as those climate sequences extracted from ice-cores (Siegenthaler et al., 2005), tree-rings, coral reefs, speleothems, peat bogs, lake sediments, laminated sediments, loess deposits, marine sequences and many other natural assemblages obtained from the stratigraphic record (Mackay et al., 2005). It has been demonstrated that the use of simple linear regression (inverse calibration) to quantify the relationship between a proxy and a climate variable can result in the introduction of bias, whereby extreme estimated values are drawn towards the mean, thus underestimating the frequency of extreme events (Robertson et al., 1999). Moreover, the width of the 95% confidence intervals for the predicted values can be of the same order as the variation in the parameter being predicted. The degree to which each of these effects manifest themselves depends directly on the value of the correlation coefficient between the measured proxy and the climate variable in the training set. However, there is a lack of published work upon what correlation is the minimum acceptable value. In one of the few studies, McCarroll and Pawellek (2001) arbitrarily selected a minimum threshold value of $r = 0.71$, which explains half of the variance in the data. In this paper, the effect of variation in this coefficient is explored systematically using a series of simulated training sets exhibiting different but controlled
correlations between carbon isotope indices derived from oak cellulose and mean August temperature from the central England temperature (CET) record (Manley, 1974; Parker et al., 1992). However, it is important to stress that any pair of proxy-environmental variables could have been used in the analyses.

**Calibration and correlation**

Although regression-based techniques are routinely applied to investigate the relationship between two variables; they should only be applied when the determination of one of the variables is without error. Unfortunately, this is rarely the case with environmental data. In such circumstances, alternative procedures are recommended to minimise bias. These procedures include the calculation of the reduced major axis (Till, 1973; Matthews, 1981), functional relationship estimation by maximum-likelihood (Ripley and Thompson, 1987) and Bayesian approaches to calibration (Robertson et al., 1999). However, if regression-based techniques are still applied to environmental results, ordinary least squares regression may still be acceptable if the error on the independent variable ($x$ axis) is less than one third of that of the dependent variable ($y$ axis) (McArdle, 1988).

A general term for the inference of one quantity, for which measurements cannot be directly made, from another quantity which can be observed, is calibration. It is in many instances the only way in which quantitative knowledge can be generated about past events. For example, a direct record of monthly temperature observations exists only for relatively short time spans in geographically
discrete locations. However, both theory and empirical data show that temperature has an effect, directly or indirectly, upon several growth parameters in tree-rings. Knowledge of the way in which the tree-ring record is influenced by temperature can then be used to extend the temperature record back to times, and locations, for which direct observations are not available. This requires that a training set (or reference dataset) be available, in which both the proxy measurements and the climatic variable(s) are simultaneously recorded, in order to define the relationship between the two. It is normal practice to use only part of this paired dataset to generate the relationship (transfer function) between climate and proxy – the remainder is used to verify the relationship by comparing known with predicted values for the climatic variable (Briffa, 1995). Generally speaking, however, this is done by comparing point values, neglecting the uncertainty in the predicted values, and this can be somewhat misleading.

Correlation expresses the way in which two or more quantities are systematically associated throughout their range of variation. Mathematically, in the case of two continuous variables, the Pearson Correlation Coefficient ($r$) is given by:

$$r=\frac{\Sigma xy}{\sqrt{\Sigma x^2 \Sigma y^2}}$$  

(1)

where $x$ is the deviation of $x$, from the mean of all the $x$’s, and $y$ is the deviation of $y$, from the mean of all the $y$’s. The denominator in Equation 1 treats $x$ and $y$ separately, and itself is unaffected by the covariance between $x$ and $y$, being a scaling factor. The numerator is far more important.
magnitude of the numerator will be maximised by having all large deviations of \( x \) and \( y \) occurring together, and minimised by having large deviations in one variable paired with small deviations in the other.

The magnitude of the correlation coefficient can vary between zero and unity; zero indicating no relationship, unity indicating a fully determined relationship. Intuition suggests that the higher the correlation coefficient between two variables, the better any estimate of the target value made from the proxy should be. Any assessment of quality of estimation has to include some criteria for accuracy, such as how far estimates differ from true values in a known dataset, and must have some measure of precision insofar as ascribing a confidence interval to any estimate. A better estimate would, on the whole, have a lower deviation of estimate from true, and a narrower confidence interval.

**Correlation within training set**

The success of the regression-based techniques is illustrated by the many subject areas that routinely use regression such as zoology (Slabbekoorn and Peet, 2003) and phenology (Warren et al., 2001). If there is thought to be a strong association between variables, the correlation usually lies between 0.6 and 0.9. For example, in the literature associated with climatic reconstruction from tree-ring isotopic proxies, correlations with environmental variables range usually from 0.4 to 0.8
Proxy-climate correlation simulation

In order to explore the relationship between the accuracy of any reconstructed climatic value, that is the closeness of the reconstructed value to the true value, the estimated uncertainty of the reconstructed variable, and the correlation observed between the selected proxy and climate variable in the training set, a large number of simulated datasets were constructed and used to calculate simulated climate sequences. Two thousand datasets were generated for carbon isotope indices and temperature. To simulate the typical reference datasets n random ordinates were generated from a Gaussian distribution with parameters taken from the marginal parameters for the CET with mean value of 15.91°C and a standard deviation 1.005°C (Manley, 1974; Parker et al., 1992). Response values were generated from the simulated temperature series by a linear transformation using the parameters from the fit of the isotopic sequence to the CET (Robertson et al., 1997). Those parameters were: gradient -0.03959 and intercept 19.874425. Some random noise generated from a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and standard deviation sampled from a random uniform with range 10 to 50 and added to the simulated isotopic measurements. This produced simulated temperature/isotopic measurement series with uniformly varying correlation coefficient. The simulations were run three times, with 15, 100 and 1000 temperature/carbon
isotope index pairs selected, the 15 and 100 pairs are considered typical of datasets encountered in paleoclimatic research.

A calibration for each simulated dataset was performed using linear regression (with $y$ as isotopic measurement and $x$ as temperature), and the reconstructed temperature was then calculated for each simulated tree-ring response. Since, for each dataset the ‘true’ and the reconstructed values are known, the mean absolute deviation (MAD; the mean of the difference in magnitude between the estimated temperature and the temperature in the simulated dataset) and mean confidence interval (95% CI) calculated from the following approximation (Draper and Smith, 1981, p.31).

\[
\text{EQUATION IN HERE}
\]
where:

\[
\text{EQUATION TERMS HERE}
\]
where:

\[
\text{MORE EQUATION TERMS}
\]

These performance estimation parameters were then plotted against the correlation for all 2000 datasets (Figures 1-2).
Results and discussion

Figures 1a and 2a depict, for each of the 2000 simulated datasets, the mean absolute deviation (MAD) as a function of correlation in the training set (containing 100 and 15 pairs of data respectively), which allows us to estimate the expected difference between the predicted and true value, for any particular correlation. Figures 1b and 2b illustrate the corresponding width of the mean 95% confidence interval plotted as a function of correlation. The case for 1000 pairs of data in the training set is not illustrated.

The results of Figure 1 are discussed further as it is the simulation most representative of training sets likely to be encountered in practice. The solid horizontal line marked on Figure 1b represents the maximum temperature range in the simulated datasets (approximately 5°C, compared to 5.8°C in the mean August temperature data for central England). This can be taken as a baseline for evaluating the performance of reconstructed temperature estimates, since estimates which have an associated error term greater than the total range of the parameter they are attempting to reconstruct must be considered to be of limited value. The vertical line on Figure 1b indicates the correlation corresponding to the point at which the average 95% confidence interval equals the average total range of simulated temperature values - in this case a correlation of $r = 0.65$ (or $r^2 = 0.42$). From Figure 2a it can be seen that at this level of correlation, each estimated point would have, on average, an absolute error of 1.2°C.
Figure 2 shows the same information for training sets with only 15 pairs of points, with the superimposed lines marking the same values discussed above. Figure 2b shows that the mean 95% confidence interval width reaches the same value as the mean range of the simulated temperatures (4°C) at a correlation coefficient of \( r = 0.85 \) \((r^2 = 0.72)\), and at this value the mean absolute deviation (Fig. 2a) is around 0.7°C. As might be expected, a reduction in the quantity of data in the training sets leads to the need for a higher quality of data.

The equivalent values for 1000 pairs of data in the training set (not illustrated) are \( r = 0.53 \) \((r^2 = 0.28)\) and 1.6°C, respectively, showing the opposite trend. Again, as might be expected, with 1000 pairs of data in the training set, \( r = 0.53 \) \((r^2 = 0.28)\) is the minimum correlation necessary to give a 95% confidence interval less than the total range of temperatures in the training sets. The mean absolute deviation at this correlation is 1.6°C.

In the normal course of climatic reconstruction it would not be possible to access this information. The value of these simulations is that the results can be used to estimate important relationships between observations and proxy data, given only the correlation within the training set, providing the training sets contain around 15, 100 or 1000 points respectively. Parameters for other sizes of training set could, of course, be produced by re-running the simulations or (approximately) by interpolation. It was assumed for the sake of this argument that the temperature data being reconstructed have a distribution similar to the CET data for mean August temperature.
Investigations of climatic data which show higher (or lower) variation would require new simulations to elucidate the relationship.

**Conclusions**

This study shows that the strength of the correlation between two variables directly affects the ability to predict values of one given the other. Generally, and intuitively, the higher the correlation, the better estimates for the variable of interest. There is a fundamental need to consider the magnitude of the expected error when converting proxy data into climate data. Through simulated temperature and carbon isotope index data, for 100 pairs of variables which are correlated at about $r = 0.65$, the 95% confidence interval width for any estimate will be similar to the total range of variation for temperature. This threshold value for correlation can be in some ways regarded as a minimum correlation required for climate-related data (given 100 pairs of observations in the training set), where verification procedures are not employed. This result underscores the need to use highly correlated data for palaeoclimatic work. As most biological systems are not usually highly correlated, an alternative approach is required. The simplest solution may be to increase the sample size of the training set of climate parameter and proxy, and/or, combine several independent measures of past climate using multi-proxy techniques (Bradley and Jones, 1993; Overpeck et al., 1997; Mann et al., 1998, 1999 McCarroll et al., 2003). If these proxies have different sources of noise, the climatic signal will be enhanced (McCarroll and Loader, 2004). The work shown here, whilst only illustrative, suggests that for many palaeoclimatic reconstructions, the average 95%
confidence interval for any estimated point is no better than 5°C for those sites whose marginal
temperature distribution is similar to the CET. Although it is tempting to generalise these results
the variances of the Northern Hemisphere temperatures datasets frequently used in climate
reconstruction are usually lower than the CET, this would mean that the 95% CI is likely to be
smaller than 5°C. Current climatic proxies indicate that any perceived anthropogenic effect on
temperature would have to be identifiable above this level.

This paper has focussed on the relationship between carbon isotope indices and some estimate of
average summer temperature. It appears to be the case, however, that the simulations shown here
have very general application to the reconstruction of any environmental variable from any proxy
measurement; differing only in so far as the distribution of the variable being reconstructed varies.
As such, it suggests that the conclusions relating to the minimum value of $r$ required to give
definition to the variation have broad relevance in all environmental studies, and this requires a
much more explicit consideration of uncertainty than has typically been the case.
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Figure Captions

**Figure 1.** Plot of (a) mean absolute deviation (MAD) and (b) 95% confidence interval (CI) width from 2000 simulated datasets of 100 pairs of carbon isotope indices and mean August temperature showing varying correlation. The solid horizontal line in (b) shows the maximum temperature range observed in the simulated datasets. The vertical line in (b) denotes the value of the correlation coefficient at which the 95% confidence interval width exceeds the maximum range in the training set. The vertical line in (a) shows the same value of correlation coefficient, and the horizontal line allows the corresponding mean absolute deviation to be estimated.
Figure 2. Plot of (a) mean absolute deviation (MAD) and (b) 95% confidence interval (CI) width from 2000 simulated datasets of 15 pairs of carbon isotope indices and mean August temperature showing varying correlation. The solid horizontal line in (b) shows the maximum temperature range observed in the simulated datasets. The vertical line in (b) denotes the value of the correlation coefficient at which the 95% confidence interval width exceeds the maximum range in the training set. The vertical line in (a) shows the same value of correlation coefficient, and the horizontal line allows the corresponding mean absolute deviation to be estimated.